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Education bill would affect
federal aid to University
By Denny Law
Staff Reporter
The I'igher Education Bill passed
Wednesday by the US. Senate is
designed to establish a new program
of financial assistance for needy
students.' according to U.S Rep
Albert I' Quie iR-Minn i and a

member ol the conference committee
that studied the bill
Richard Kdwards. executive
assistant to President I'ollis A Moore
Jr said. We ithe administrationi
have been watching this bill very
closely This is a very significant step
forward (or all higher education
Quie. quoting a New York Times

Arms decision
may be stalled
By Gaylord Shaw
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW i APi - President Nixon's
summit talks snagged yesterday on
difficult trade negotiations, and an
apparent hitch developed in the drive to
sign a historic accord to curb the
nuclear arms race
The President took a night off to go to
the ballet, where he heard a female
voice raised in protest against Vietnam
policy
A shout.
freedom for
Vietnam.' sounded through the Bolshoi
Theater between acts as he sal with
Soviet President Nikolai V Podgof..
and Premier Alexei N Kosygin for a
performance of Swan Lake "
WHETHER POLICE found the
shouter.' apparently high up in the sixtiered theater, was not known
The summit talks produced a fifth
prearranged agreement-this one to
prevent incidents involving the two
nations' warships on the high seas
Before going to the ballet, the
American chief executive held his
seventh session with Soviet leaders
They talked for two hours about
complex trade issues, and sources said
economic differences may not be fully
resolved during the week-long summit
There were signs also that hopes
were dashed for a signing today of the
two step accord to limit strategic
weapon stockpiles
ALTHOUGH sources said the missile
agreement would be signed before the
summit ended, chief U.S. negotiator
Gerard Smith delayed his flight from
I'elsinki to Moscow Arms conference
sources in Helsinki indicated the delay
was due to "some little sticky lastminute problem "
Nixon talked trade behind the
Kremlin s red brick walls with Kosygin
and Podgornv. as economic experts

from both sides sat in The atmosphere
was described as businesslike and
constructive "
Thursday was the target dale for
announcement of trade agreements,
but negotiators were unable to resolve
their differences
The Russians are seeking a
multimillion-dollar grain deal, .is well
as U.S. credits for industrial expansion
to meet the rising demands for
consumer goods in this country
But V S negotiators are reported to
have argued that there should be some
settlement of the Soviet World War II
lend-lease debt before any favorable
economic dealt are reached
It is the first high-level military-to
military agreement between the two
nations since World War II Details had
been ironed out 10 days ago during
Washington negotiations
The pact, which does not require
Senate ratification, expands upon the
iiiiiliiii.itinn 1958Geneva convention and
is aimed at reducing the risk of high
seas accidents or incidents

editorial, said in the Congressional
Record on May 22 that the bill
provides a (1.400 annual subsidy to
which every college-age youth is
theoretically entitled--minus the
amount the family can reasonably be
expected to cover
QUIE SAID the grant of 11.400 could
not exceed Wl per cent of what the
student would need to meet his
educational costs
In practice, this would mean that
students from homes with incomes in
the neighborhood of $4,500 a year would
collect full entitlement.' Quie s.iul
However, Quie said
this
contribution would be reduced
gradually until it disappears at
approximately the $13,000 income
level
The bill is soon to go to the I'ouse.
where it is expected to meet tough
opposition because of its antibusing
riders
The university, as well as the
student can receive grant money
through the bill, depending on the
number of federally assisted students
enrolled at Ihe school
EDWARDS SAID there were
originally two institutional formulas in
the bill
As the bill was firsl written,
Howling Green for instance, would
have received aid in regard to the total
number ol students attending the
University, as well as the number of
students getting federal financial aid.
Kdwards said
Now, became one ol the formulas
was deleted in a Senate conference,
Kdwards said Bowling Green will
receive aid only lor the number of
students here receiving federal
financial assistance.
Edwards said the bill establishes

funding limits and sets up a framework
in which the money can Deallocated
•THIS BILL will have to be followed
by a national appropriations act that
will provide the actual money.'' he
said

Kdwards said it would be hard to tell
exactly when or how Bowling Green
would be affected if the bill is passed by
the I'ouse and signed into law by the
I' S President
"It's too soon to tell when monies will
start flowing into the University."
Kdwards said. "There will be some
more obstacles to gel over first."
According to a recent editorial in the
Washington Post, the bill will also
include "strong provisions to combat
sex bias in universities and colleges,
provide funds for innovative (caching
projects, and emergency funds for
institutions who are in temporary fiscal
difficulties
The bill will not abolish present
student loan programs According to
the editorial, the bill preserves them
as a way of providing additional help lo
s(udenls who need more than Ihe basic
grants, especially to meet Ihe higher
costs of private colleges "

Shaffer refutes charges
By Jim Wasserman
Staff Reporter

Campus Safety Chief Dale Shaffer
yesterday responded to charges in a
recent letter to Ihe editor in The BG
News that charged "one standard of
justice is being applied to those who are
greekl and another lo those who are
not
The News has received several
letters on action, or lack of action,
taken by Campus Safety police at the

Black athletes negotiating
The Black Athletes Coalition BACi
is negotiating with (he athletic
department, physical education
department and administration over a
series of alleged grievances raised by
the i'oahtion

According (o Jay Cunningham.
graduate assistant and BAC advisor,
representatives of the four groups me(
Wednesday and yes(erday. bu( (he
results were not conclusive
A list of (he issues raised by (he
a(hleles' coalition was not released

Another meeting is scheduled for
next Thursday, after which a join!
statement probably issued by the
coalilion and (he a(hle(ic department
will be released. Cunningham said
The coalition, composed of the
University's
black
intercollegiate
athletes, was recognized as a
University organization April 24.
according (o Cunningham
Cunningham said (he coalition of
approximately 35 black athleles made a
s(a(emen( at tha( (ime explaining their
reason for the organization It said

A photography technique using high contrait
loaves much to the imagination. The antenna on
Iho tide of the house it supported by the
"triangles" at the center of the picture.

"In light of (he (rend of modern
athletn - we. (he black athletes of
Bowling Green Sla(e University, find il
necessary that we unify our forces in
order lo ensure our total athletic and
academic survival.
"By doing so we hope lo eliminate
many of the problems we feel are
inherently related to our race
"We recognize that all athleles face
numerous problems together. bu( we
further recognize thai it is imperative
that we articulate the problems of
black athletes."

Festival of Life, the Beta i beta i'l bike
race, and the Miss I1GSU beauty
pageant
The letter, entitled
BG justice
discriminates." said (he coordinalor of
(he April 29 Festival of Life was
promised that no arrests would be
made without notifying student
marshals l.'owever. the letter charged
that the promise was a lie since (wo
people were arresled a( (he even( for
having open confainers of alcoholic
beverages.
II went on to say open containers of
alcohol "were every when' al the
greek bike race and "in abundance" at
Ihe Miss RUSH pageant but nothing
was done by Campus Safety
Chief Shaffer said, "student marshal
Craig Taliaferro was notihed earlier
lat the festival I by an officer that open
containers had been observed, and
when violations were seen again, the
arrests were made "
HE ADDED officers are not
obligated to give a warning before an
arrest when a state law has been
violated.
"Warnings only have to be given
when University regulations are broken
and these warnings are to be given by
student marshals and student affairs
people."
Concerning the alleged violations a(

(he bike race, chief Shaffer said his
depar(men( opera(es on a limited
basis on weekends and did nol observe
violations
According (o chief Shaffer. eigh(
arrests for open container violations
were made during the first 20 days of
May during roudne patrol IV said that
proves the two arrests at (he festival
were not isolated eases
Officers outside the door at the Miss
BGSU pageant received complaints
about open container violations in the
Grand Ballroom, said Shaffer
"THE OFFICERS on (he inside were
notified and did check it out. but
observed no violations of (he sort,
except for two arrested for disorderly
conduct." he added
Another point of Ihe leUer to the
editor concerned the blockade of the
campus during (he annual bike race.
The letter said people were arrested
when they tried lo block the parking lot
in protest of President Nixon's mining
policy, but Campus Safety allowed
others lo disregard the law during the
bike race.
Chief Shaffer responded. "The
blockade for Ihe bike race was
approved by the Safety Service
Director of Bowling Green and the race
is an annual event."

The school's first year has been wild'
Editor's Note: The followlngls the linal
article in a three-part series on
alternative education.
By Barb Brucker
Feature Writer
When Mary Virginia Warren Jones
took over the head leaching job at New
Toledo School i NTS > last February, she
was the third person to hold the title
since the school opened in September.
1971
"When I first got here, it was just
pandemonium." she said "Kids were
hanging from the curtains and all kinds
of unbelievable things
She said she (old one of (he students
clinging (o (he curtains to come down.
"He jus( looked at me and asked Are
you going (o have a heart attack?'
"But now I'm really happy with wha(
is evolving." she added "The kids are
beginning (o understand (he concept
"They're developing a sense of
responsibility to the group, to
themselves and to each other." Jones
said
"The kids are very creative," she
said. "And it's really interesting to see
the different cultures interacting '
Most of the 17 NTS students have
some affiliation wi(h Toledo University
and/or are (he children of NTS
founders. The only requirements for a
prospective student are that he meet
state and local health requirements.

fall within the school's age range, and
have parents who can pay the tuition
HOWEVER, the 18-member
governing board of NTS expressed a
desire to have at least 10 per cent of the
student body on full scholarships so
that cultural minorities would be well
represented in the school.

The present tuition scale ranges from
two per cent of a yearly $4,000 family
income lo five per cen( of a $10,000 (o
$16,000 family income.
Pre-admission interviews are held
wi(h all students and (heir parents to
< .plain the school's objectives and
programs, rather than to screen the
students.

Sandra Al-Ubaidi. who calls herself
the school's secretary lady, says many
children from public school
backgrounds can't handle (he freedom
(hey find a( NTS.
"I brought my daughter here, and she
was watching the kids work during free
time," said Al-Ubaidi. "After a while
she turned to me and asked. How do
they know what to do?'
"That tells you something about (he
structure of a public school," Al-Ubaidi
added "I'm hoping lo send my kids lo
NTS next year.
"THIS HAS been the school's first
year, and it's been wild." she said
"But we survived our first year and we
want (o continue to do so."
Al-Ubaidi said most of this year's
NTS students heard about the school
through friends or word of mouth.
"This fall, though, we'll be actively
recruiting and (aking more
applications ' she said.

Mixing with children from different age group*
comes entity for students of the New Toledo
School. Many times, the older students help the
younger ones, even if its just to clarify a storybook

NTS is the only alternative school of
its kind within the Toledo city limits,
according to Al-Ubaidi
"An open classroom program like
this requires an extremely s(ruc(ured
staff (hat frees (he children." she said.
"In a real, functioning open
classroom, the teacher is running every
minute," Al-Ubaidi added.
"I'm so committed to this. I can'l

believe it." she said "Being in on Ihe
beginning was really exciting and
(here's still a lol of potential
"Adults aren't regarded as superauthority figures here They're nol
gods. You earn respect -it's not a gift,"
Al-Ubaidi said

"An open classroom
program like this
requires an extremely
structured staff that
frees the children."
-Sandra Al-Ubaidi

SHE SAID ostracism is the only
punishment used at NTS. "There's so
much going on. that to be shut out is
pretty painful." sheexplained.
But we don t have any nitpicking.
little rules." she added. "Rules
supercede any interest in Ihe
children."
I'anet Warnock. who teaches the
intermediate children at NTS. is also
an ardent supporter of the school.

She said although the school is not
really equipped lo handle "big social
problems or head problems." two of
the students with such problems have
"shown great improvement
Since the present maximum age
limit for NTS is II. it is almost
inevitable that (he children will
eventually have to choose between
something like (he progressive
Maumee Valley Country Day School
and a traditional school
And. since some children will, for one
reason or another, be unable to enroll
at Maumee. it looks as if some are
almost certainly destined for the public
schools
"HEAVEN HELP them." said
Warnock "It'll be especially hard for
(hose who have had problems in (he
public schools before, and shown
appreciable success at NTS.
"I'd hate to see them ge( squashed."
she said.
Recently a sta(e inspector visited
NTS to determine its acceptability as a
private alternative school School
officials were told, among other things,
that NTS must enlarge to 60 students
next year for state approval.
Without state approval, the children
would be illegally absent from the
public school system.
to "NFS anticipates new location,"
page four.
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opinion

sbo
According to SBO president Jeff Sherman, it's not the SBO
leadership's fault that nothing seems to be getting off the ground
this quarter.
It's not the officers' fault that the Bangladesh fund-raising
drive is a tremendous failure. And it's not their fault that the
convocation series flopped
Of course, the fact that the Bangladesh drive was only initiated
at the last minute to divert attention from antiwar
demonstrations on the anniversary of the Kent killings had
nothing to do with the drive's failure.
And the poor planning thai went into the drive AFTER it was
initiated had nothing to do with it either
The short-lived run of "This Spring in Vietman" starring Jeff
Sherman as President Richard Nixon, reciting the speech
announcing the mining policy, was completely the fault of the
sludcnt body, and not the organizers who let it degenerate into
nothing more than an hour-long lecture behind the Union, minus
blackboard, four walls and fluorescent lights
Officers apparently need to learn a little bit more about Student
Body ORGANIZATION. Or at least Sherman should brush up a
little on his memory.
Sherman said Tuesday Slid shouldn't involve itself in problems
of a political nature
Pas he forgotten already thai on May I the SBO steering
committee voted to sponsor a pelilion demanding that President
Nixon end the Vielnam war" Or perhaps Sherman doesn't
consider that politically oriented
Perhaps Sherman ought to lake a close look at the kind of
leadership he and his officers are presenting before he blames all
his troubles on an apathetic sludenl body.

legislature
Ohio legislators still plan li) adjourn June I. allhough there is
some (alk of returning later in the year
Pouse Speaker Charles Kurfess said several items must be
dealt with before adjournment
Among these are aide to nonpubhe school children and to
property taxpayers Inl hardest In a new uniform rule on real
•state taxes.
These considerations should be lop priority and call for serious
deliberation, yel legislative leaders continue to hold to the
projected June 1 adjournment
Facing this deadline, the Senate mel for less lhan one-half
Monday night
Legislators responsible for the wellare of their consliluentslfl
well as for the slate as a whole should consider postponing their
summer adjournment or at Icasl giving the sessions more than a
hall hour of their time
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when the war is over...
By James R. Holder
Guest Columnist

a very bad joke without ever knowing the
punch line. It's not even tragic.

It is likely that the American war in
Vietnam will soon be ended, if not by a
president who has exploited it for four
years of political advantage, then by a
peace candidate When that happy day
arrives it will have come too soon for
many America Dreamers.
Politicians will have to ride issues of
ordinary non-lethal stupidity, the army
will be forced to find less expensive
methods of testing belt buckles, and
businessmen will relinquish juicy
contracts for mines and bombs to return
to the less hectic market for douche
bags, pink flamingo lawn decorations,
and dog mascara

IF THE WAR ends before students
learn to deal in power with responsibility
and before faculties recognize the
overwhelming moral and intellectual
depravity of the American university, it
will have ended too soon.

BUT THESE won't be the only
tricksters out of an old bag. The avid
enemies of war will be deprived of a holy
cause
No more microphones. No more
cameras No more the camaraderie of
the sit-in. the rip-off. the trash-out, the
bail-bond-fund drive.
No more faithful followers. No more
faithful persecutors. The civil rights bit
has been co-opted by minority groups,
and ecology requires either expertise or
participation
What will they do. champion
vasectomy or invent a whole new status
lexicon of drug terms'' But they are no
problem.
They will end up as the new political
establishment, determining virtue by the
total number of lifetime arrests.
The big losers in an early end to the
war in Vietnam will be the millions of
Americans who. from time to time in the
past ten years, have lived and prospered
in the "academic communities" of this
nation.
Clients and patrons, students and
faculty, these poor souls will goon living

It was the unsophisticated and drafteligible students who first realized the
pain of critical awareness in a world run
by and for draft-exempt cretins They
demanded that their universities assume
a role of leadership in a crisis of
morality and intelligence
Their mentors responded by describing
a university as a comfort farm for
monastic twits, a business corporation
for slicky literati, an entertainment
company for the children of the
uncultured boojwazzee
When the teachers-eunuchs, slickies.

INSTANTLY they KNOW that the
President is wrong and they are right
Instantly they KNOW how to withdraw
from an unpopular war
I do not question the right ol these
instant experts to voice their opinion but
I am in doubt about their goals
In the past month the anti-war
movement has taken on a distinctly
diflerent image It seems that it is
becoming an anti-Nixon movement
rather than a peace movement
These experts have expressed a desire
to have the President defeated in
November and to some it seems (hat this
desire to unseat our President has
blotted out all other desires.
Mr Nixon's most recent decisions
then, surely must put these people in a
very tenacious position.
THEY MUST realize that if President
Nixon's gamble to mine the harbors of
North Vietnam succeeds and our
prisoners are released and all of our

The "kids" have finally agreed with
their elders-politics is no place for plain
folks, a university is no place for activity
that impinges on reality
UNABLE TO admit that universities
are not business corporations, the
American teacher settles for a conscious

impotence in a world controlled by
ignorance and inhumanity.
If faculties had met the challenge
thrown out by their students, if they had
yoked the fund-drive chairmen, the
master builders, the state appointed
sycophants, the hordes of chubby
benefice holders, and suggested that
their universities were enterprises of
humamty-from science to arts-in the
articulation and understanding of life,
then that lousy old war might have ended
in short order.
Universities might have become
centers of a new kind of political power
in America, dedicated to other
propositions than profit without wisdom
and power without humaneness
As it is. the miserable war will end too
soon, and students will go back to
proving that they are better at trivia
than their masters, and far more cynical
than the "educated" men who are daily
convincing themselves that they are just
doin' a job.

LETTERS

black sorority attacked
In Bowling Green where everyone is
supposed lo be grown up. on the morning
of the 23rd of May between 2 40 and 3 am
some children went wild
Saying some children went wild is
exactly what happened These wild
children lead and executed a racist
attack on the black sorority house of
Delta Sigma Theta
THE ATTACK consisted of a few
broken windows some flying glass and

onti-nixon movement
Sometimes it amazes me how the
sacred college campus affects the
children of our younger generation They
graduate from high school basically
uninformed and carefree, probably
because most have never been out ol
their own backyards lo experience other
things
But then a wonderous thing comes to
pass, they set foot on university soil and
they are instantly transformed into
political experts, especially in the field
of national defense and how to run the
nation

and rejects from big and little businessfailed to quiet their charges, the hired
men of the national college
administration fraternity engineered,
acquiesced, and participated in the
rough, often bloody, and always
American stompin' of the freaky
opposition
Unable to organize destructive
violence or political power, the
American student settles for the
packaged illusion of extended
adolescence, suspending perhaps for
good his critical awareness in druginduced isolation or acquired callousness
to institutionalized stupidity.

troops are withdrawn then Nixon will be
re-elected again despite all the slander
these experts can throw at him
They must therefore hope that the
President's latest peace plan fails to
insure his defeat And if his peace plan
fails then the war continues, so in effect
these experts are hoping the war
continues This certainly seems to be a
strange goal for a group that started out
claiming to be for peace
I am glad to be able to support the
President and his effort for peace and
am nut forced lo hope for the
continuation of this war as the instant
experts must
Eric Hanson
110 Brumfield

an unnerving emotional experience for
the defenseless sisters in the house
The cause as well as the perpetrators
of this savage, wild and totally uncalledfor act remain unknown but the actions
will be dealt with for what they were
The Delta Sigma Theta sorority house
is located on campus right next to
Founders Quadrangle on Wooster Street
The assailants attacked from the front,
behind the house and the side as well, in
that order
The attackers seemed to have a
definite directness to their actions They,
whoever threw the rocks, seemed to
follow a pattern
First the front then the back then the
last through the side This pattern of
attack indicates the initial action of
throwing was carried on by more than
one person
THERE RESULTED from this
uncalled-for and unprovocated attack no
physical injuries The only damage done
was to that of each of the occupants'
human diginity.
Understanding as each black person
does, the nature of BG and its racist
attitude, we still refuse to submit to
these nightly visitations on our
defenseless women
This is not the 50s or the 60s nor is BG
the deep South Furthermore we are not
as you depicted our forefathers, afraid to
fight, die and go to jail to preserve our
rights, here and anvwhere else we

happen to have the sun kiss our beautiful
bodies on this earth
The sisters immediately took the
proper action and called the "proper"
authorities.
The campus security responded with
all due enthusiasm as could be expected
They promised to patrol frequently,
which thev never did
GLORIA BROOMFIELD. vice
president of the sorority, said. "The
campus security came and looked
around, examined the windows One
picked up a rock saying this is what
came through the window'''"
She asked them when they started to
leave after their brief but quite thorough
investigation if that was all they
intended to do After this question, she
was told there would be patrols
These wild, immature and insane
agents who perpetrated these acts
escaped but only for the present time
It is actions of this nature I spoke of
once before in this same paper. When I
spoke, people said I was the one who
needed to be hushed and hid away
I did but only biding my time so I'm
back singing my same old song We will
not be chumps or punks and we will not
sit back and watch deeds of this nature
unfold without proper action being taken,
this is a promise.
William P. Jones. Jr.
326Conkhn

union for latinos established
We the members of the Union de
Kstudiantes Latinos, wish to make
ourselves known to the students at Hi ;si
and lo make clear our purposes in being
here
Up until now. lew Latinos i MexicanAmericans and Puerto Ricansihave been
able to attend college due to
discrimination and the lack of
information
For years, we have been told that only
intellectual Supermen or the rich could
get into college We know now that this is

not true In time, we hope to be more
visible on college campuses in our native
homeland (The United States" of
America).
WE ARE AN ethnic group that blends
(he Indian, the Oriental, the Black and
the Caucasian background into an
integral whole that is unique in the
history of the world and we are
sometimes called The Cosmic Race"
i La RazaCosmical.
Spanish is the vehicle of our culture
and our values. Sadly, some of us have
been deprived of our Spanish heritage
through the efforts of unconscious, but
bigoted, educators We hope to recover
part of this heritage at BGSU.
Our plans here at BGSU are simple
and direct. We have united for mutual
assistance in undergoing the survival
experience known as higher education.
We are preparing ourselves for the
opportunities that will arise in response
to the needs of our people-both Spanish
surname and non-Spanish surname.

WE HOPE to contribute to a more
heterogeneous atmosphere, (o raise the
level of awareness of the average i
student so that he is afforded the
opportunity to discard his ignorance and
provincialism in regard to the Spanish i speaking peoples of this and other
countries
We know that the United States is now
too small and too dangerous for anything
but truth and brotherhood. We make no
claims of superiority and do not ask for
anyone's tolerance
We shall look for you in order to share
what we have, and we shall ask you to
seek us so thai we may learn from one
another how best to save our minds and
our earth for better things than war.
racial strike and the almighlv dollar

Manuel P. Enriquez
418 Front St
Pemberville

selective laws

SORRY TO SEE YOU OO, JOHN (WINK, - WE'll MISS YOU AROUND HERE (NUDGE)^ „•

A comment on George Macdonald s
letter DI May 18
I agree that laws should apply to
everyone, and not to just one select
group that is chosen for exploitation.
Selective "law enforcement" is
reminiscent of Hitler's Germany, where
certain "undesirables" were eliminated.
Personally, though, I have never been
bothered by these victimless crimes.
Someone drinking on campus has never
made me want to rape and kill.
Even people smoking in Ohio-owned
buildings ("God forbid! What is this
world coming to?") has never had much
of an effect on me When I see a couple

making out on the lawn, I get a little
horny, but nothing else happens.
My question is. why do these laws exist
in the first place? What motivated
legislatures (federal, state, local,
university, etc.) to create crimes? Is the
Puritan ethic-the fear that someone,
somewhere might be having a good time-still rearing its ugly head?
Maybe if the laws are applied to
everyone, frats, freaks, and that large
"middle class" in between, then we can
all get angry enough to get the laws
removed.
Douglas Alan Stuber
Philosophy

Ih. M N. w.. FrWay, M«y 14, 1973/fMa. *

Bomb/ngs may relate to war policy
HEIDELBERG. Germany
(API - Bombings in France
and West Germany
prompted authorities to
begin
investigating
yesterday whether the
attacks on American
buildings and installations
were part of a coordinated
terrorist campaign against
U.S. war policies in
Vietnam
Explosions damaged the

U.S. consulate and
American
Legion
headquarters in Paris early
yesterday about eight hours
after two huge bombs went
off at the U.S. Army's
European headquarters in
Heidelberg
No casualties were
reported in Paris, but the
Heidelberg blasts killed
three American soldiers and
injured five other persons

STRICT SECURITY
regulations were ordered
tightened still further at U.S.
and West German facilities
amid indications that more
terrorist acts were in the
offing
A Frankfort daily
newspaper. Frankfurter
Rundschau, reported it
received an anonymous
letter threatening further
undefined action against

"U.S. imperialism" on June
2.
The letter, signed by the
"Red Army Faction." said
those who support the
revolution in Indochina must
begin the class struggle in
their own land It did not.
however, claim responsibility for the
Heidelberg blasts
The Paris bombings were
clearlv defined as an

newsnoTes
Schultz ok'd
WASHINGTON (API - The Senate
Finance Committee approved without
opposition yesterday President
Nixon's nomination of George P.
Schultz to succeed John B Connally
as secretary of the Treasury.

State prison
COLUMBUS (API
Ohio
Penitentiary
Warden Harold
Cardwell says bloodletting among
inmates will continue until more
guards are hired and trained
Cardwell said yesterday that the
number of assaults is "much larger
this year" than last, attributing the
rise to a shortage of experienced
guards

Informants bill
COLUMBUS I API -The Ohio House
passed and sent to the Senate

yesterday a bill that would pay up to
$500 to informants who assist in
breaking up drug distribution rackets
The vote was 79-3
An amendment offered on the floor
would eliminate any possibility of law
enforcement officers or their fami'vs
from receiving the rewards
Under the bill, the program would
be operated by the Ohio Attorney
General's off ice
Sheriffs and chiefs of police would
establish a system of codes to protect
the identity of informants

Arms pact
WASHINGTON (API - The Nixon
administration says allegations by
conservatives that the imminent U.S.
Soviet-arms limitation agreement
will give the Soviet Union an
unbeatable lead in nuclear weapons
are incorrect
State Department spokesman
Charles W Bray said Wednesday the
agreement "is as much in the
interests of the United States as of the

Soviet Union, and certainly in the
interests of the world community.

FBI workers
WASHINGTON (API - Acting FBI
Director L Patrick Gray III
announced yesterday the FBI will
intensify its efforts to hire members
of minority groups
It was the second major move
made by Gray, who succeeded the
late J Edgar Hoover, to change the
image of the FBI.

Bremer trial
BALTIMORE (API - Arthur H
Bremer, facing dual indictments in
connection with the shooting of
Alabama Gov. George C Wallace and
three other persons, apparently will
be tried first in state court
Prince Georges County State's
Attorney Arthur A. Marshall Jr says
the trial is tentatively set for Julv 12.

antiwar protest by a group
calling
itself
the
"Committee of Coordination" which claimed
responsibility for the blasts
PARIS POLICE found a
third bomb in the offices of
Han American World
Airways on the Avenue des
Champs Elysees The bomb
was defused by explosives
specialist Another American Airline. TWA, also
received a bomb threat
Police evacuated the
building but found no bomb
The timed explosives in
the consulate and the

The rash ot bombings
began after President Nixon
announced the mining of
North Vietnamese harbors.
The toll from the six
explosions in Germanystands at four Americans
dead and at least 37 persons
injured. 18 of them Americans

talking about higher taxes
"Before we have anything
to say about the possibility
of higher taxes, we must do
everything we can to bring
out-lays under control,"
Budget Director George P.
Shultz
said
at
a
congressional hearing on his
nomination to be secretary
of the Treasury

Mainland China topic
of slide presentation
Chad Hanson, graduate
student at the University of
Michigan and one of four
members on the National
Committee of Concerned
Asian scholars, will show
slides of his recent trip to
mainland China on Monday.
May 29, at 7 30 p.m. in the
White Dogwood Room.
Union
Hanson went to China at

the beginning of April,
according to Dr. William
Spragens.
associate
professor of political
science
A question and answer
period will follow the slide
presentation
Hanson's speech is
sponsored by the political
science department

JOHN B. CONNALLY,
outgoing
Treasury
secretary, (old a group of
reporters that present
federal programs should be
pared sharply so that taxes
won't go up
Ehrlichman. Nixon's chief
domestic advisor, called a
news conference to counter
a
report.
released
Wednesday by the Brookings
Institution, which said the
government either will have
to cut back existing
programs or raise taxes if it
starts any new high-priority
programs
Ehrlichman said that the
Brookings report fails to
focus on the possibility that
costs can be cut in the
budget to save money and
thus eliminate the need for
raising federal taxes.
"WE DON'T know that
alternative can so easily be
laid aside." Ehrlichman
said

Sickle cell anemia tests
sponsored by the Genetics
Dept . Biology, will be
continued for the rest of
spring quarter, according to
Jim Sullivan, one of the
persons administering the
test
Any
persons
or
organizations interested in
taking the test can contact
Sullivan or Martin Rosen at
372-2631.

SUE TR0UTMAN
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SIGMA CHI DERBYDAY
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MAY 29 JUNE 2 PANHEL OFFICE
315 F STUDENT SERVICES $2.00

LtlM'S
Genesee 2 for 1 Special
Also

Three pieces of delicious

Lum's Chicken
only 75C
SPECIAL GOOD ALL DAY
FRIDAY. MAY26
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lurks below. Who'd ovor gue.s it't tho back
view of a body rotting on the grassy slope?

SAIGON (AH I - North
Vietnamese troops slipped
inside Konlum for the first
time yesterday and launched
an intense artillery attack,
possibly signaling an all-out
assault on the provincial
capital in the central
highlands
Informed sources said the
handful of civilian American
advisors still in Kontum
were flown out in late
afternoon Advisors to South
Vietnamese military units in
the city apparently slaved
behind
At the same time. South
Vietnamese marines
repulsed an attack on the
northern fronl above the old
imperial city of Hue as other
marines returning from a
raid into enemy-held Quang

Tri Province brought out
about 1.800 refugees
On the southern fronl.
where the government
appeared on the verge of a
major victory a week ago. a
relief column trying to reach
the beleaguered provincial
capital of An l.oc battled
enemy forces throughout the
day
Delayed report! said the
government troops had
suflered as many as 200
casualties since (heir
planned final push to break
the 4y day old siege bogged
down along Highway 13
Associated
Press
correspondent David J
PailM reported from the
highlands thai a well-placed
American source said it
appeared the North
Vietnamese were about to

property tax with some form
of new federal tax levy,
Ehrlichman
said.
"Absolutely not "
He said the administration
would continue to seek for
some method of replacing
the property tax with one
that is fair to taxpayers

repeatedly that the city of
more than 25.000 is a key
target of the eight-week-old
North Vietnamese offensive.

launch a full-scale attack on
Kontum.
Allied officers have said
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Datsun 1200
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l

Seniors...
Drive a Datsun
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Turnpike Travelers
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DATSUN 352-6905
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He called on Congress to
exercise discipline in
offering new spending
programs and to adopt the
spending ceiling that the
President asked in January.
But. asked if the
administration were ruling
out s ubstituting the local

An arm and a head appearing from lh«

N. Viets storm Kontum

Nixon against federal tax hike
WASHINGTON (API
President Nixon is against
increasing federal taxes "in
the foreseable future."
except as a substitute for the
local property tax. White
House aide John Ehrlichman
said yesterday
Two other administration
officials spoke of cutting
government spending before

w***m.

American Legion post had
been placed in toilets and
caused extensive damage
to the immediate area.
The bombs in Heidelberg
had been planted in cars
parked 150 yards
near
a data processing building
and an off icers' club

Hold this ad
up to your
ear. ~
Not a sound, right?
You won't get a peep out of any
other stereo ads in this magazine,
either. Just the same pretty pictures
and technical facts.
That's why there's only one way
to buy stereo. Go listen to it. If it's really good,
your ear will tell you.
We say this because we're confident
you'll be impressed when you hear
a Sylvania stereo Our stereos sound
as good as they look.
Take the matched component
system, MS210W. over on the right.
That turntable isautomatic, with cueing
and anti-skate controls. It's precisely matched
toa Sylvania solid state FM Stereo/FM/AM
receiver.
Inside, where you can't see it, is a solid state
amplifier that delivers 50 watts of peak music
power to that pair of air suspension speakers.
Which sound as good as standard speakers two
sizes larger. Especially when they hit those
important low bass notes. And since they put
out wide-angle sound, you can sil almost anywhere in the room and get the full stereo effect.
But don't believe a word you read. Hearing
is believing. Go listen toa Sylvania stereo
before you buy.
Then, when you hear our price, you'll believe.
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Negotiations still necessary

Charter speculation continues
By J lm Carey
Slaff Reporter
What is happening to the
Charter Commission?
Two years have passed
since former University
President William T Jerome
III appointed a task group (o
"study and recommend the
approach Bowling Green
should consider to provide
participation
and
communication of all segments in the governance of
our University."
THE GROUP studied the
proposal and in August. 1970.
submitted two alternativesa community council acting
as a major instrument of
communication among students, faculty, staff and
administrators, and a
university senate, replacing
Faculty Senate, the Student
Body Organization I SBOl.
and the Graduate Student

Senate (GSS).
In February, 1971, Faculty
Senate proposed forming a
charter commission to study
the possibility of a community council.
The proposal was
approved by the President's
Advisory Council (PACl
and, in April, 1971, Presi
dent I'oil is A Moore Jr.
appointed a charter commission.
The commission met with
students, faculty and staff
through the end of spring
quarter and the two summer
sessions. Its proposed
charter was finally completed at the beginning of the
1972 winter quarter.
The charter calls for a
University Assembly composed of undergraduate and
graduate students, administrators and faculty The
assembly would be delegated
with powers to supercede

Health center hours
The Student Health Center will be open Monday,
Memorial Day, during its regularly scheduled hours.
The clinic facilities will be open from 8:30 to 11:45
a in and 1 to 4:45 p m , with a doctor present from
9:30a.m. lo2 30 p m
A nurse will be on duty and a doctor on call at all
times.

Faculty Senate, SBO and
GSS
PAC THEN asked the
three groups involved in the
Assembly to study the proposed charter and submit
any amendments
So what is happening to the
commission report now, two
years after the first task
force was convened?
Pete Kotsatos. student
representative to the Board
of Trustees said the SBO is
still in the process of
considering and studying the
report
Ke said a committee of
five SBO members meets
every Tuesday and Thursday, but only nine of the 19
articles in the charter have
been studied so far
Jeff Sherman. SBO president, views the situation
differently.
"IF IT (the charter
commission I doesn't die off
this year, it could tail off
next year. Student participation has been poor. If
recommendations are not
made soon. I intend to do it
myself," he said
Sherman said he sees a
possibility that the charter
will not be approved by the
faculty. He said their reasons are valid but he still
thinks the University Assem-

bly would be the best type of
government for the University.
"Students don't understand the full impact it could
have," Sherman said.
Bill Gourd, president of
GSS. said the senate has not
yet started to study the charter.
He said he has gone
through the report and
noticed some "shaky" parts.
"I don't think there are
very many people interested
in it (the charter), but I
don't think it will die," he
said. 'In its present form, it
is questionable. It could be
adopted with some alterations "
DR. GEORGE Herman,
chairman of the Charter
Commission, said full student participation in the
decision-making policies in
an assembly form of government is the best way to
achieve fair campus government.
He said many faculty
members have expressed
opinions that students will
not participate faithfully,
while others have disagreed
with allowing students to
participate in the Assembly.
"I don't know why students do not get more

Involved in the charter commission," said Dr. Richard
Carpenter, acting president
of Faculty Senate.
DR. CARPENTER said be
believes the faculty has
shown an interest in the
charter. Two committee
reports have already been
discussed in the senate. In
addition, the psychology,
German-Russian, and art
departments have submitted
reports on the charter.
"I don't expect any action
until fall." he said "The
document as it stands is a
basis for negotiations in that
it is not accepted by a consensus of the committee."
He said it will most probably
have to undergo a series of
compromises before it is
accepted

the government's financial backing
of 1.m kinM'd was detrimental to
California aerospace workers.
"What the loan has really done.''
McGovern told a news conference,
"is to guarantee that Lockheed
workers will continue under the kind
of incompetent management which
has caused Congress to crack down
on the company above all others "
HE REASONED that if the loan
had not gone through. Lockheed
would have gotten a new manager

There's no evidence that workers
would have lost their jobs "
Humphrey, campaigning in Los
Angeles and Anaheim, defended the
Lockheed guarantee, which he voted
for in the Senate and McGovern
against.
He argued that the loan saved the
workers' jobs.
Humphrey also denounced
McGovern's program for $32 billion
in defense cuts
"Not onlv are Sen McGovern's

Tim* gooi on Ilk* the river flowing along its unknown court*,
both poising somotimot quietly, tomotimos poacofully and
most ofton hurriedly.

Lobbying groups stall
no-fault auto insurance
By the Associated Press
A strong lobbying effort by
some lawyer groups and
insurance
representatives
has slowed what once
seemed a rush by states to

Candidates debate Lockheed
By the Associated Press
Democratic
presidential
contenders Sens
George S
McGovern and Hubert IV
Humphrey, campaigning in
California yesterday for the June 6
primary, debated the governmentguaranteed $2fi(i -million loan to
Lockheed Aircraft Corp.. one of the
state's big employers.
McGovern. in San Diego after
primary victories Tuesday in
Oregon and Rhode Island, contended

FlOWing

proposals a serious threat to the
security of the nation, but they are
indeed a direct threat to the
economic security of working
families and the economic viability
of the state of California.''
Humphrey said.
McGovern defended his proposed
defense budget of $54 8 billion and
accused the Minnesota senator of
saying two years ago he saw no
reason why the defense budget
couldn't be cut to $50 billion

insitute some form of nofault auto insurance.
In 27 states, no-fault bills
introduced in the last two
years still are under study
And lobbying efforts are
credited with heading off
passage of no-fault laws in
eight states this year.
However, legislature in
eight states have adopted
some form of no fault
insurance
LEGISLATURES in two
states-Connecticut and New
Jersey-approved
no-fault
plans this year Both provide
reimbursement for medical
expenses incurred by
persons involved in auto
accidents, regardless of who
was at fault
Connecticut's plan, signed
into law May 19 by Gov.
Thomas J Meskill, sets a

limit of $5,000 per person,
while the New Jersey bill
sets no limit on medical
expense payments.
The New Jersey bill,
passed May 18. is still on the
desk of Gov William T.
Cahill and goes into effect

A bomb threat was made
against University Hall
yesterday at 2:45 p.m..
according to Sgt. Haven
Boyd of Campus Safety.
He said no bomb was found
by Campus Safety officers.
Joann Meyer, secretary in
the English department,
received the threat. She said
the caller told her a bomb

CHERRY HILL
VILLAGE
IS NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
AND BOASTS INCOMPARABLE FEATURES;

• One and One Half Baths
• Wall to Wall Carpeting

• Central Heating and Airconditioning
• Gas Range & Oven

• Refrigerator/Freezer, Disposal

• Patio Gas Grils

• FANTASTIC PARTY HOUSE

• INDOOR SWIMMING POOL

as low as $57.50/month with 4 occupants
Special for Summer Students
Full Summer Occupancy only $125/month

Special Lease Terms Available

BATES & SPRINGER, INC.
Managers

Both bills set limits on the
type of damages or injuries
that may be recovered
through court action.

U. Hall receives
3 p.m. bomb threat

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

Rental Agent - Suite 67
741 HIGH St.
352-6248
Furnished Two Bedroom Suites

Jan. 1 if he signs it There
has been no indication that
he would not

would go off in University
Hall at 3 p.m. She then
informed Campus Safety of
the threat
Sgt Boyd said six campus
officers were sent too
evacuate and search the
building
Persons were allowed back
in University Hall at 3:05
p.m.. Boyd said

Ttw H N«W», WHmt, Um§ U, ttn/Nm »•

'Private schools discouraged'

NTS anticipates new location
• from pog« 1
"The state discourages
private schools.'' Warnock
said. "You have to prove
that you're providing
something the public schools
aren't."
Warnock said the school
has also been told it doesn't
meet the health standards
The people from the health
department were downright
nasty." she said. "And to
me. that's unacceptable in a
public official
BECAUSE OF problems
such as these, the school will
be moving from its present
location "We looked for a.
place last summer, so I
guess we can do it again this
summer.'
Warnock said
There's a real desire for an
alternative school "

She said the 40 to 100
persons who were involved
last
year
in
the
establishment of the school.
were aided by the
Community Action Training
Program
"We sat down in two
sessions and from there, put
it together that spring and
summer." Warnock said
The school was funded by
contributions and the
students' tuition money
Besides Jones and
Warnock.
the
school
employs two paid teacher's
aides The rest of the staff
are
volunteers,
mostly
affiliated
with
Toledo
University

CAROLYN

ELSEA.

a

freshman
at
Toledo
University, is working at
NTS as a part of TU's workstudv program

She started about a month
ago. and said. "When I first
came. I thought Oh my
God!' But now I know how
good it is.
"It's
really
well
organized, and I'm an
organization freak." she
added
Anne Tuite. a Toledo
University junior is one of
the NTS volunteers "The
individualized study is really
rewarding." she said
"Wendy is seven and is
doing
addition
and
subtraction of four or fivedigit numbers I'ere she gets
the individualized attention
so she can go ahead. "
Both staff members
agreed that children of all
ages mixing with each other
is a good idea They said the
older students help teach the
younger ones.
AS THEY spoke. Laurie.

an NTS student, sidled up
and said. "And also we're
honest with each other "
"Sometimes painfully so,"
Warnock said
But she added that she
thought there was a welldeveloped
sense
of
community
within the
school
"We expect people to deal
with their own problems."
Warnock said
The kids
have to learn to deal with the
person involved
She said some guidelines
were necessary at NTS
because "most of these kids
have never had to develop
any inner discipline Until
you can maintain social
order yoursell. someone
else has to impose it-at least
temporarily ."
But Warnock added that
NTS guidelines are very
broad

A child's work should not
interrupt his neighbors, it
shouldn't be destructive and
it should be within
reasonable safety standards,
she said
AS FAR AS actual
classroom
policy goes.
Warnock said. "I only test
progress It's very informal.
"I don't think you can take
a standardized' test and
supply it to the kid.
Standardized tests don't
measure growth," she said.
"All kids are brigh' if you
give them a chance If a kid
is a little slower than the
rest, maybe he's working it
out' in his head- until
everything fits together,"
she sa'd
"If a kid is progressing at
all, he's not failing "

By Edward Magri
Associated Press Writer

Although some equipment still hasn't been installed,
training and weight reduction rooms for men and women
have been opened in the tower dormitories
According to hall director Ray Kneisell. both the men's
and women's sections of Offenhauer l!all received $1,200
last September to equip weight rooms.
The women's room opened about three weeks ago with
all equipment installed, including bongo boards,
dumbbells.medicine balls, slender bells, slant board, trim
cycles and a set of picas
THE MEN'S weight room didn't open until last week.
Only part of its equipment has been installed
When completed, the room will include a chinning bar.
weight trainer, set of weights, speed bag. weight bag.
exercise cycle, chest pulley and a rowing machine
The rooms are open only to Offenhauer residents

ROME
lAPl
A
government
commission
which investigated the
Sicilian underworld for
nearly a decade told
parliament yesterday the
Mafia could never be wiped
out until its high political
protection is broke
The commission said it
had complied master files of
thousands of politicians,
party officials and
authorities
who are
suspected of connection with
the crime syndicate.
It said its investigation
was hampered by lack of

Asian program offered fall 72

THE PROPOSAL for the
program presented by Dr
John Eriksen. dean of the
college, was approved by
Academic Council at ils Jan
5 meeting
Dr. Chen said the program
is presently in partial
operation in the College of
Education It offers a major
and minor in Asian studies
"Our objective is to
provide students with a
broad knowledge of Asia."
Dr Chen said "We do not
plan to train specialists "

That objective leads to two
other goals-to prepare
students for graduate work,
in
which
they can
concentrate their studies in
one specific area of Asian
studies, and to prepare them
to teach world history and
non-western history courses
in secondary schools
DR. CHEN said he thinks
a student with special
knowledge of Asian history
has a better chance of
finding a teaching position
since non-western history
courses are "becoming an
integral part of our high
school curriculum."
Asian studies is an interdepartmental
program,
including courses in history,
geography, philosophy and
English Participants in the
program must take a
minimum of 55 credit hours
in approved courses for a
major
Courses, totaling 180 credit

hours within seven related
departments, have been
approved
by
AcademicCouncil
However, the program
still lacks Japanese and
Chinese language courses,
which Dr Chen said are
necessary if the program is
to be effective
Earlier this year. Dr Chen
and Asian studies majors
attempted to gain support

for language programs by
circulating petitions among
students and faculty,
requesting
thai
the
University hire a language
instructor

Harriet Warnock, who teaches intermediate children,
explained that some guidelines were necessary at NTS
because "most of the children have never had to develop any
inner discipline."

Commission links Mafia
to political dependency

Offenhauer opens
pounds-off rooms

An increased need to
understand the culture and
problems of the Far East
prompted the establishment
of an Asian studies program
here, according to D"
Edward Chen,
assis' .
professor of history and
chairman of the program
The program will be
offered fall quarter 1972. in
the College of Arls and
Sciences.

NTS
instructor

studies program without a
language is
without
substance." he said

IV said he sees the
growing relationship with
Japan and China as a reason
for offering corresponding
language courses "An Asian

Asian studies majors
enrolled in the College of
Arts and Sciences must now
fulfill their
language
requirements by taking
French, German or another
language which is not
directly related to their
major field of study, he said

WHEN WE GET

cooperation by officials
while the Mafia spread
steadily to new rackets and
into the mainland
The Mafia was once
confined to intimidation,
revenge and patronage in
rural Sicily
It has branched out into
control of construction,
public
markets,
employment,
political
patronage,
clandestine
emigration, smuggling and
international narcotics
traffic

a sample list of prominent
figures when parliamenl
was dissolved a year ahead
of schedule, last February
This forced the anti-Mafia
commission to interrupt its
work
Its master files, the
commission said, included

"ofticials in (he parties and
politicians in general "
It compiled these files
with information taken from
police records on Mafia
figures, from private
citizens and from witnesses
questioned. Ihe commission
went on

CONGRATS

MICK BRITTON

THE REPORT was made
public as Italy's newly
elected parliament met for
the first time The report
recommended that a new
commission be formed by
the Senate to continue the
investigations.
The report did not make
public the names of the
politicians linked to the
Mafia. The commission, it
said, had planned to prepare

XI'S ARE LOVIN'
THEIR NEW
DREAM MAN

0 npr
NATDNAL
RAnin
OWBGU-FM
KAUILJ
VPI NATIONAL PUB
presents

PUBLIC
RADIO MEMBER STATION

Sunday
Nights

soundstage
AN ANTHOLOGY OF RADIO DRAMA

9:30
p.m.

MAY 28, JUNE 4, 11,18,25, JULY 2

SUMMER RATES

• VENUS AND THE MAGI
• THREE-PART INVENTION
•THE KINGDOM OF THE BLIND

4 persons or less $125/month

• A FISH IN THE SEA OF TRANQUIUTY
•PONGOS
• TINAATOWA

Buckeye House

Professional Resume Service

649 Sixth St.

Birchwood Place
650 Sixth St.

423-9833

Mount Vernon

WATCH OUT!

802 Sixth St.

OLD FASHIONED DAY PRICES

Air Conditioning. Heating.
Indoor Pool & Recreation Bldg.

— 3 DAYS ONLY —

Phone 352-9378, 352-7324
8-5. 7-11 P.M. DAILY

New Fall Rates

Sport Coats And Double Knit Slacks
NOW SAVE 30%
Dress Shirts — Gant And Sero - Vi Price
Jeans — As Low As 'A Price
Knit Shirts — SAVE 20% TO 50%
IMPORTANT FOOTNOTE

$55 per person starting
Sept 15
NO carpet cleaning fee!

Inquire at 4 D's Club
7th St. & High

'Securities deposits art returned the seme diy the tenant
leaves the apt"

~t person limit in tit apt at any one time is taken out ol
dm lease

Typing of original draft...$5
All copies thereafter;
— Per Two Page Resume —
25 Copy Min. - 25c each
50 Copies or more - 50c each
100 Copies or more - 15c each

ENTIRE SHOE STOCK REDUCED
Values To $40.00

NOTHING OVER $25.00
SOME AS LOW AS $2.99

Water and Colored Paper also Available

D.R. Thompson, and Associates

OPEN THURS AND FRI TILL 8:00

THE DEN

801 S. Main St.
Findlay. Ohio
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Focus on junior colleges
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apt
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8.100 students since transfer

Glick said the most concentrated

6 Certain shapes.
7 Popular kind of
music.
8 Aquatic bird.
9 Chaplin of the
stage.
10 International
sports event.

Cup of
tennis.

28
29
30
31

students would be

new programs and our con-

cost

41 One of the
Sitwells.
43 Track event.
45 Military
mono dram.

5 Of the Army.

27

first year bere, he said.
However, he said he could

students..."

,

Inactive.
Baaka on beach.
Shouts.
Rodent.
Traveler's atopover.
25 Dice player who
covers a bet.
26 On.it

agree to live on campus their

not estimate if the number of

reasonable

40

,

12
13
19
21
24

or

recommendations reflecting
"need for

36
38

j"-

Decoralor • color.
Plaee.
Clove of a kind.
Important
worker.
Resting place of
many Western
outlaws: 2 words.
Tribes on ihr
■sove.
Food staff.
Pile.
Couiin of ■
.■pin
Old-lime
Hd-tin
motorist.
After the (style
of): Fr.
Grain fungus.
Provoke to
panic.
La Seals alar.
Country
bompkin.
Extra man.

46 Gave back.
48 British
orderlies.
50 Iowa town.
51 Plant from which
pith helmets are
made.
52 Mythical trio.
55 Until we meet
again: Fr.
59 Got out of hand.
61 Caesar's parting
worda.
62 Abstract being.
63 George Meredith
heroine.
64 Former Korean
fresident,
isherman's gear.
66 Stylish: Var.
67 French direction.
DOWN
1 Pocket Item.
2 Salmagundi.
3 Member of a
chorus.
4 Sailor's trademark.
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for
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number of

January.
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are often unfamiliar with the

director
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in

tioned in President 1,'ollis A

The president ordered the

JAKE McCABE

28
32

increase

two

22
23
24
25

Glick

recruit more junior college
about

20

incoming

we have,"

said

to

those

how
and

freshmen

any

to 96 hours of

are

a

quarter

15
16
17
18

to

admissions office still has to

second

forefront'' until it was men-

HELD OVER

measures

number of transfer students

credits

331 N. MAIN

two

enrolled

credit to this University.

May 26 8. 27

the

enroll here

schools have been informed

accredited

121617819110

new

Although

will

of the changes, he said the

transfer

OF CLEVELAND
1900 Euclid Ave Suit* 208
Ctavttond, Ohio 44115

two

students

gram

degree

TERMS PAPERS
UNLIMITED

for

took

to

their associate degree proThe

lit Iht no 1 Piolpsiional Rrstsith

able

eventually

dents would be convinced by

resolution was passed, these
not

would

some time to determine how

Click, assistant director of

were

Ke predicted that the number of junior college trans-

take

extra

will

not

state institutions.

1 Cheatorfiald.
S Old iMUmeM
leader.
10 Pioneer In aulo
buaineaa.
14 Wide-mouthed

72 Ga'l Pttram Cot?

eond Call 352-

Apts & house (or rent Call
352-9378 8-5 7-11 pm
Student Apartments
The
Quiet Ones
353-9863.-352.
1972
Large 2 bdrm apt-4 students
311 E Merry $70 per stu
dent 352 7365

2 bdrm Unit its \pt
sublet $130 RM 352 73.13

to

Summer-3-man apartment
$40 per month call342-77IS
Needed summer I bd apt .
pre! pool & air eond 354-14705
or 362-7207

I He.lMH.ni Apt for summer
I m going west and must
leave soon Call 354-1283

Apt
for summer ai ross
from KudiEer & rooms lor
summer & fall I'h 352 4045

Kurn house Sept
0661

I'h KU

FREE June Rent 3 man apt
\n COnd Pool $60 per mo
per man JuU AUK Phone

352 6282
For Summer June 15th to
Sept 15th 2 Bedroom furnished apartments for $130 00
per month Call Newlove
Realty 353 7381
Rooms & apts for summer
Rooms for fall near earnpus
IT, 352-7365
Maurer \ Creen Apts Nowteasing 3 & 4 man apts 3
man SI95 4-man $220 2
bdrm turn air eond wallto-wall carpet
Fall Qtr
leases 352-0717. 352-7660

K mute needed Summer
$120 Pool. AC
etc Call
362-0827

Rooms for men summer
fall 3 blks from I'mversity
kitchen recreation rm pn
wte entrance call 353-1705

Wayne Apartments
Now under new manage
ment for the Brentwood
located al 724 Sixth St and
the Silverwood located al
831 Seventh St Now leasing
lor June and September For
complete
leasing
infor
mat ion call 352-3595. day or
evening 9 and 12 month
leases available

Ridge Manor Apts Bowling
Greens most convenient
apts 2 bdrm. summer leases
only $140 per mo including
all utilities 352-0717 352 7660

LEASING-Fallon Apts 810
Kifih St 4-man apts Excellent maintenance PP 3520785 354-9111
Two bedroom furnished
apartments for rent Not too
many left starting at this low
low price ol onlv $55 00 per
student for a four man unit
We II lease em 9 months or
12 and give social rates for a
group of three These apartments are only 10 minutes
walking distance to campus
Contact L Wright at 352-3595

2 bdr apt avail Summer Pay
no utilities 3529350 after
4 00 Cheap'
3 man apt $360 00 for the
summer Air eond pool 352
6282
2 bedrm turn apt SI 10 \
Main 352 7478
Needed
iwo F for fall
$56 00 Call 352-7257 Carol
1 F roommate for fall
$60 month in house with 2
other girls 354 3521
2 bdrm (urn air eond available for summer $130 mo
352-0717.352-7660

Save The News
Sat., June 3 behind AAoseley

.>
The 00 Ne w., MeWy, May M, im/Pea* 7.

Twenty-four frames a second
TbeAbdactert

B> Jeok Neckber
It was time for a little
psycho-therapy, and I was
hungry for something
honest So naturally I rushed
out Wednesday night and
saw "The Abckictors."
No time is wasted at all in
the flick. We get right down
toil.

•^■"We^JBrFiejfsi* isy *1V e»"'e^Pj1«J»"a>

Lasf
confribution

A spring's sunset contrasts campus buildings and the water
tower as its last contribution of the day before sinking into the
horiion.

IN THE FIRST scene a
semi-nude blonde is tied,
gagged and roughly hauled
•way by three darkly
dressed, obviously sexcrazed men
In the next scene, three
teenage girls are yanked out
of a car by these same three
fiends and
told
to
"strip everything
except
the panties "They do.
There is no pretention of

quality or depth The acting
is often hilariously wooden
and most of the dialogue
seems intentionally stupid.
For example, after a bout
of intense lovemaking on a
deeply piled white rug:
She: "Thanks, I needed
that "
"The Abductors" has only
one intention-lo be a lowdown, raunchy, dirty movie
I'm glad to be able to report
to all you violence and filth
freaks that it succeeds
admirably
SEEING "The Abductors''
is a lot like taking in the act
of a talented, hard-faced
stripper
You can give
uninhibited, but harless vent
to secret libidinous urges.
"All of em take all of
em off C'mon. baby atta
girl." 1 found myself yelling
at the screen Wednesday

night And letting go with
loud, lecherous laughter,
just like I used to do years
ago whenever I went to the
Gay M's Stage Bar
"The Abductors" is a
sequel to "Ginger." a
picture that played in
Bowling Green to big crowds
late last summer. Both deal
with Ginger McAlister
(Cheri Caffaro). a female
super-detective who believes
the quickest way to solve a
crime is to tiptoe over a long
trail of hard-ons
Those of you who are into
the kinky stuff will be
disappointed. I'm afraid
There is one scene of a

woman in black panties and
black leather boots whipping
a naked man, but it only
lasts a couple of seconds. All
the rest is merely oldfashioned, everyday sadopornographic male fantasy
BUT, AS I SAY, it's
good, honest, no-nonsense
dirt Not artsy filth, like the
recent New York erotic
Film Festival, or selfawareness
filth
like
"Together "
In "The Abductors." you
can have a great time rolling
around in the muck watching
the feeling up of women's
bodies and never have to
worry for a second what any

of it means.
The best summary I've
heard of the feelings
engendered by the two
Ginger
pictures
was
passionately expressed last
summer by a student who
had just seen "Ginger" and
was standing in the theater
lobby recommending it to
one of his fraternity
brothers
"Jesus, it's the worst flick
I've ever seen," he said.
"But I'm going right back in
and watch the goddamn
thing again "
Wallow,
my friends,
wallow "The Abductors" is
at the Cinema II

Two black dramas reviewed
By Jeff Weber
Playwright in residence.
John S Scott last night
premiered the second two
parts of a trilogy concerning
the revolutionary element of
the black struggle in
American society

The two dramas. "Time
Turns Black" and "Black
Sermon Rock." are this
season's follow-up to "Ride
a Black Worse" which
played here last year.
In the two productions it
seems as if Scott has grown

Students may apply
for Rhodes grants
Male students interested
in applying lor a Rhodes
scholarship can obtain
information blanks from Dr
Frank Baldanza. professor
of Knglish
According to
Dr
Baldanza. Rhodes scholarships provide lor two or
three years ol study at
Oxford University, F.ngland
THE SCHOLARSHIPS are
granted to unmarried men of
at least junior standing,
who have distinguished
themselves in various areas
of scholarship, moral
character, leadership and an
interest in sports." Dr
Baldanza said
Dr Baldanza said he did
not know how high an

applicant's grade point
average must be, but he said
he didn't think it was the
most important aspect in
choosing
scholarship
recipients
Pe said Frank Aydelotte.
American secretary lo the
Rhodes Trustees in 1964,
declared that a "B" grade
point average by a candidate
who was rated high in other
characteristics would make
him preferable to a man of
brilliant
intellectual
achievement
who was
wanting in leadership or
athletics "
Hi
Baldanza said he
assumed this formula was
still followed by the state
and district committees
which select recipients

to see society not as a
tiresome stereotype or a
lifeless sermon on tolerance
but. as unstuffy and honest
expression
Pis main characters in
"Time Turns Black" are so
real that by the end of the
play the viewer feels he has
known them immediately
and can identify with their
frustrations
HERE IS THE story of
two black men, Rufus and
Weldon. who are fed up with
the oppression inflicted by
the white society Searching
for justice and truth, they
organize their
brothers
for a spont.uu'ou> revolution
Weldon appears to be a
bitterly frustrated man who
has sacrificed his career as
a lawyer to become the
leader of the revolution
Besides
fighting
the
"outside."
Rufus
is
constantly
plagued
by
thoughts which eventually
lead to a violent explosion
that results in his death
The play unfolds as the
two "brothers" meet in an
urban slum to put final
touches on the revolution
George Caldwell's set is a
masterpiece here
One can almost feel the
ruthless will of Tommv l.ane

Odyssey' meeting Tues.

Summer travel offered
A meeting for students
interested in the "Summer
Odyssey." a program in
which students would travel
and work in different areas
of the I'nited Stales this
summer, will be held
Tuesday. May 30. at 8 p.m
at"24'zt WoosterSt.
Ed Downey, organizer of
"Summer Odyssey.
said
the summer program is one
of many ways for students to
help
his
two-year
"American
Odyssey"
program become a reality

different areas of the United
States and working at jobs
typical of that particular
area, providing their own
transportation, housing and
employment
DOWNEY, a former
social worker, said the
summer program would
have three goals: to permit
the student to make some
money;
to provide the
student with an educational
experience: and to provide
recreation

Pe said students in the
summer program would
probably go to Miami for
"some contact" with one or
both of the presidential
nominating conventions
Downey said he would like
to begin the "Summer
Odyssey" as soon as possible
after commencement
exercises.
Any interested students
can contact Downey at 3722951 before 5 p.m.. and at 3525928 after 5

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
NAT'L. BDS.

Summer Sessions
Specie! CetsfSCt Courses
Weekends - leteisessions
STAMIEY H. KAPLAH.

THE PRODUCTION was
marred by inexperienced

By Gale Schrelber
Some students may view
the University's Alumni
Association
as
an
organization devoted solely
lo sending newsletters and
seeking donations from
graduates
Powever. since it was
organized in 1958.
the
association has been an
active sponsor of scholarship
funds
JAMES LESSIG, director
of the association, said about
60 students currently on
campus are receiving some
sort
of scholarship
sponsored
by
the
association
All money used for the
scholarships come from
alumni contributions, he
said Each year about 21 per
cent of the 35.000 association
members donate
to
scholarship funds
Donors may designate the
department which will
receive their contributions
Otherwise, donations are
used to fund association
scholarships
The association sponsors
two types of scholarshipsalumni merit and alumni
scholars.
The alumni
merit
scholarship is based solely

eeteSM
Thioegh .
Education
Since 1938
Branches in principal cities

I* US.
The Tutoring School with
the Nationwide Reputation.

on a student's academic
excellence, regardless of his
financial need.
Each year, four incoming
freshmen are given full fouryear scholarships that can
be revoked only if the
student drops out of school
or allows his grade average
to fall below 3 0 for more
than one quarter
RECIPIENTS are
chosen by a campus
scholarship committee
Alumni scholarships
include 18 awards given to

six students in each of the
three colleges
Each is
worth $300 good for one year
A committee of faculty
and staff from each college
choscs recipients according
to academic
records,
financial need and campus
activities
The association also
provides
six
$100
scholarships for students at
the
Firclands branch
campus
In addition, il assists the
Alma Payne Scholarship,
which is given lo a graduate

student in American Studies
Lessig said alumni often
establish scholarships in
their own names In these
cases, money is donated to
the association which, with
the help of the Student
Financial Aid office and the
scholarship
committee,
selects recipients
"NO ONE CAN give a
scholarship and then pick the
recipient." Lessig said
The association also funds
campus projects. In the
past, it has sponsored art

shows and
purchased
rainwear for the marching
band
Powever. "We think the
best way we can use our
money
is
through
scholarships." Lessig said

FREE!
16 oz. bottles
of

Bill to up minimum wage
WASHINGTON (API-The
Senate Labor Committee,
rebuffing President Nixon,
voted Wednesday to boost
the basic minimum wage
from SI.60 to $2.20 an hour in
two steps.
The President had
proposed a S2 wage floor.
The House went along with
his recommendation in
passing its minimum wage
bill two weeks ago.
The Senate panel also
voted to go beyond
administration
recommendations in expanding
coverage of the law by nine
million workers to a total of

about 54 million
THE
COMMITTEE
approved its final bill on a 142 vote with only Sens Peter
H. Dominick (R-Colo. I and
Robert Tafl Jr (R-Ohio)
opposed.
This would be the new
minimum wage structure
under
the
Senate
Committee's measure:
For 36 million workers

covered prior to the 1966
revision of the act-$2 an
hour in 60 days. $2 20 one
year later
For
nine
million
employees covered by the
1966 law and the nine million
newly covered by the
current bill, except farm
workers $1 «<) in 60 days. $2
in a year, and S2.20 in two
years.

THE UPPER
ROOM
COFFEE HOUSE

2 bottles wilk • 14 or 18
1 bellle wilkilOe. 12

It's your
NICKEL!
When you gef FREE
POP from Pisanello's
it's your nickel, because not only do you
get a great pizza
and free pop, buf you
also get 16 oz. returnable bottles. So,
when you return the
bottle to your Favorite Store, you get to
keep the nickel. Take
your pick - Pepsi,
7-up, or Dr. Pepper!
(you must ash for
free pop when you

order)

BOWLING GREEN FLIGHT SCHEDULE
Route

Fit. No.

Columbus - Ams - Ion - Col
Detroit - London - Detroit
Cleveland - Lon - Ams - Cleve
Columbus - Lon - Ams - Col

Pg*g

Cost

6/13-8/4
6/17-9/3
7/23-9/19
8/4-9/5

$196
$216
$196
$206

Presents

Admin. Chg.

TOTAL

$13
$13
$13
$13

Students International's 40-Page European Trip Guide (Free)
Car and Motolcycle Rental, Leasing, and Purchase
Travelers' Insurance: Air Fore, Medical. Baggage
Travel Library, Language Books, and Maps for Use or Purchase

• Passport Applications and Vaccination Certificate Forms
• Intro-European Charier Rights and Transportation Schedules
• Eorosl, Brilrail Posset.. .Hostel, Hotel Bookings

UNION ACTIVITIES OFFICE
UNIVERSITY UNION

RANDY RICHARDS

Administrative t, Travel Services By:

For inlotmation and
reservations contact:

372-2343

FOLK SINGERS

DALE WATTS &

TRAVEL SERVICES AVAILABLE:
•
•
•
•

DUflCn

A member of Campus Safety jokes with students from
Anderson Hall after they discovered one of the best ways to
keep cool a hot day-a water balloon fight.

• OPEN BAR AND MEALS

• ROUND TRIP JET

Carrier

AndCrSOU

Alumni finance scholarships

EDUCATIONAL CENTERDETROIT BRANCH
2171 I W It. Msell. Sere. 113
SOUTMFIEID, MICHIGAN 4SS75
llllDM-frMe

actors in minor roles. At
times they broke character
during the performance
Apparently not all the
newcomers to theater were
on stage The show had an
unusually noisy and unruly
opening night audience.
Scott's dramas are
thought provoking and
deserve a more attentive
audience
Hopefully, the
casl members will be
rewarded in the remaining
performance.
The two productions will
be repeated tonight and
tomorrow in the Main
Auditorium of
University
Pall Curtain time is 8 p.m.

EUROPE $209

Both programs involve
students traveling
to

• Population for tesl required
for admission lo graduate and
professional scnools
• Sii and twolvo session courses
i Smart groups
• Voluminous motorial for homo
study prepared by experts in
each I-Id
, loosen schedule can bo tailored
lo meet individual needs.

as a physical force in the
role of Rufus The guest
performer "gives his all" in
a truly convincing, exciting
and rewarding performance.
William Clayton Johnson.
Ksi| . as Weldon. does
surprisingly well. Never
once is his fine performance
upstaged by the professional
antics of Lane.
Brenda Cunningham is the
personification of a bitter,
yet loving wife who is torn
between the cruel reality of
the world and the promising
dreams of her husband

T» rexeive money abrood
quickly and wtwy, UM

| AMERICAN EXPRESS]

WORLD WIDE CHARTER —
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
621 Church Street

FOREIGN REMITTANCE SERVICE ffl Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

AMCX and Students .nfernariono. hove created an EMERGENCY MONEY ABROAD KIT
to help with your travels. It's free.. .please write us.
Foi mat prin h pro mi sha/r of too totml cfcenvr cert utt/tct to tocrtata 0/ itcrtm dtpand/ng upon total oootooi of ponkapoott « esv CAS rofolotioos
Otto tulr lo loco/t, toff. MMVeti S suwr'in lomim of ton oonowtr

FRIDAY, MAY 26 9 P.M. - 1 A.M.
243 N. MAIN ST., BOWLING GREEN

352-5166
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Falcons trip NIU, 2-0
By FREDR. ORT1.1P
Sports Editor
The goal of any athletic
team-especially one bound
for
a
post-season
tournament is to reach its
peak during the twilight uf
the season
Bowling Green's MidAmerican
Conference
baseball champs, starting
out as a steady jog. picking
up speed in the middle and
hitting the finish line in a
blur, showed signs of no
letup in the NCAA District 4
playoffs yesterday at Stellar
Field
The Falcons 123-10-2)
notched their ninth straight
win at the expense of pretournament favorite
Northern Illinois University.
2-0. in a game highlighted by
strong pitching and a couple
of defensive gems that kept
NIU (24-71 at bay
Central
Michigan
overcame a 2-0 first inning
deficit against Big 10 champ
Iowa to score a 7-2 win the
the meet opener Central,
which lost to BG. 9-6. May 13
gets a chance for revenge
today at I p.m. while Iowa
and NIU square off at 10 am
The winner of the NlU-lowa
game plays the loser of the
BG-CMU contest at 4 p m
The loser of the NlU-lowa
match goes home
MASSIVE DAN I'ebel till worked his way out of a
pair of bases-loaded jams to
earn the win while fireman
Ric Richmond advanced his

scoreless string of innings to
12 with three perfect frames
of relief to get his fourth
save of the year
In the meantime, Bowling
Green's cut-throat defensethe best in school historymowed down Northern's
every scoring attempt
In the first inning
centerfielder Tim Pettonni
cut down Bruce Meredith at
the plate when he tried to
score from second on a
single by Bruce Frase
Catcher Rich Arbinger took
the throw in front of the
plate and just tagged
Meredith in time.
A
Meredith slide might have
eluded Arbinger's tag
Then in the third inning
leftfielder Paul Miles threw
Ralph Radke out at home by
15 feet after the NIU catcher
tried to score from second
on a single by Jim Yagen
HEBEL. THE 65 . 230pound righthander, got into
big trouble in the fourth
when he allowed three
straight singles, the latter
two of which weren't hit
more than 50 feet
The next hitter. Frase,
was given the suicide
squeeze bunt signal with two
strikes and fouled the pitch
for a strikeout
Radke
followed with the same play
in the same situation but
missed the pitch completely
for the second out Arbinger
then tagged out Tom Wittum
who was running in from
third to retire the side

"That was the turning
point in the game.'' said
Richmond
"They should
have had three runs There's
no way they should have sent
those guys in." he went on.
HEBEL GOT into his next
jam in the sixth when NIU
loaded the bases on two
walks and a single while one
was out But he proceded to
strikeout Frase and got
pinchluttci Bob Taylor to
ground to second to end the
threat
Pis best pilch the fastball.
I'ebel said Northern was
waiting lor the breaking
stuff
"We mixed 'em
great." he said "Arbinger

called a great game."
Hebe I gave way to*
Richmond in the seventh,
saying he "got mentally
tired " "They kept getting
the bases loaded you figure
one of those times they were
going to score." Hebel said.
Richmond then put his
fastball and slider to work
with the help of the 25 m.p.h
wind blowing straight in to
finish up in style. He's now
allowed just two runs in his
last .10 innings of work.

pitchers were throwing
strikes." It was BG's second
straight whitewash of the
opposition, the last coming
against Toledo Saturday.
BG got its first run in the
fourth when Paul Miles
singled, moved to second on
an infield out and scored
when Pettorini smashed a
hot grounder that caromed
off Frase's glove at short
and into shallow left field for
a hit

"That was the best Ric's
looked all year." said
Arbinger "But you can't put
Hebel down either-he
pitched shutout ball for six
innings The key was that the

The insurance marker
came in the seventh when
Gary Haas singled, stole
second, moved to third on a
ground out and scored on
Rod Allen's single up the
middle

'V

BG shortstop Gary Haas slides safely into second base in
yesterday's NCAA District 4 playoff gam* at Stellar Field.
Hoas, who slid into the throw, wont on to score the second
Falcon run. Bowling Green won, 2-0, and will play Central
Michigan today at I p.m.

StOOl

Ruggers set for
Ohio, Til, Akron
1

Waiting

Second saclier Rod Allen, who knocked in BG'i second run
yesterday, awaits Rich Arbinger's throw as an unidentified
Northern Illinois runner slides into the bog. A good crowd
showed up for the tournament opener, including some fans
who didn't want to pay a doMf to got In.

The Bowling Green rugby
team, experiencing its best
season ever, will face triple
action this weekend when it
hosts Toledo and Ohio
University in a twin bill
Saturday and aatertaMM

Watkins, Brodt predicted
a Falcon MAC crown
By BRAD SCHMALTZ
Sports Writer

shirt, the BG captain wore a
green shirt that had "BG
Track 1972 MAC Champs" on
the front.

Bowling Green's narrow
victory at the Mid-American
Conference track
meet
Saturday may have
surprised some people, but
don't include coach Mel
Brodt and captain Ed
Watkins in that group.

"I had five printed up in
September before coming
back to school." Watkins
said "We needed something
to get us rolling "

Brodt said before the meet
he forecasted a Falcon
victory by six points

And roll BG did-righl
through the indoor season,
the outdoor meets and the
MA( championships And
Watkins wore his prophecy
every step of the way.

"I figured out that we
would win 143-137." the
Falcon mentor said "I had
three or four events in order
of finish, but both teams
(Western Michigan and BGi
dropped
five
points
somewhere along the line."
The final victory margin
was six points, but by a 138132 count
WATKINS DID not
attempt to predict the final
score, but he did let
everyone at the meet know
his feelings Over his track

Watkins said the shirt did
evoke quite a few comments
from
his
doubting
competitors, but the BG
captain and the rest of the
Falcons silenced all the
doubters Saturday in what
Brodt called a "team
effort
"YOU TALK about team
efforts, well this really was
one." Brodt said He added
that the effort was the key to
the win, as BG scored in 17 of
20 events, even though some

were only sixth place
finishes
The biggest surprise for
the Falcons, according to
Brodt. was the javelin event
in which the BG trio of
Dennis
Leone.
George
Williams and Dean Bard
placed second, third and
sixth respectively
Another pleasant surprise
for Brodt was the high
jumping and pole vaulting of
Toledo's Rich Christoph.
who finished first and second
respectively in those two
events The Falcon coach
said he thought Western
Michigan was counting on
more points in those two
events, but the line effort by
Christoph kept them from
scoring as many points as it
would have liked
Although Western did not
score as many points as it
had counted on. Brodt said at
no time during the meet did
he feel assurred of a win
He should have asked
Watkins
He knew in
September

BG in Central Collegiate meet
By BRAD SCHMALTZ
Sports Writer
The Bowling Green track
learn will compete in its first
meet
as Mid-American
Conference champs
this
weekend when it runs at
Carbondale. Ill
An air ol mystery,
especially with Dave Wottle.
surrounds the meet as far as
BG coach Mel Brodt and his
Falcons are concerned
Brodt said he has "no
idea" what the competition
will be at the meet
Ke also was unsure of his
plans for Wottle. who hopes
..to run an Olympic-trail
; qualifying time of 1:48.3 in
the 880-yard run before the
trials in July
WITH THE Big Ten
Conference and NCAA
College Division meets on
the agenda this weekend, the
Central Collegiates will be
missing some regular
participants, according to
Brodt.
"I'm sure there will be
plenty of competition,
though, with Notre Dame,
Ball State. Indiana State and
Tennessee
probably
entered," Brodt said. "And
Western Michigan will be

there in full force "
Wottle may have to wait
until another meet to run
that qualifying time in the
880 His action this weekend
will depend on just what
competition will be waiting
for the Falcons when they
arrive at Southern Illinois,
according to Brodt
"It all depends on if we

have a chance to do well
teamwise.'
Brodt
commented
"We won t
know that until we get there
and see who's in the meet "
So for Brodt. Wottle and
the rest of the Falcons going
to Southern Illinois, its like
following a script from the
Twlight /.one as they journey
into the unknown
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Roger Maiiarotla plows through the Elytia defense last week
'n *ne "B" team'»,l4-4 win last week. The "B" team ruggers
along with the "A" squad will play three games this weekend
at Sterling Farm.

Horyl, Wilcox all-league
Two Bowling Green
lacrosse players, both in
their lust year here, were
recently voted spots on the
all -Midwest division first

leant bj league coaches.
Although a senior in his
first year as a Falcon.
Laddie Horyl was voted the
top atlackman in the league
Horyl played in only II ol
BG's 13 games but still led
the Falcons in scoring with
55 points OK 30 goals and 25
assists
I'e set a new school mark
for most points in one game
(nine) and in a season i55i.
Horyl also lied the mark for
most goals in a game, ISIXI
and most assists in a game
ISIXI

Freshman
defenseman
Mike WilCOX was the other
Falcon voted to the first
team

WILCOX ALWAYS had
the job of stopping the other
team's high scorer I'e also
played the midiield when BG
was a man-up because of a
penalty I'e had nine goals
off his underhand "rocket"
on the man up situations
WII COX' I
lop
job
defensively was on Ohio
State's
Skip
Van
Bourgondien as he held him
scoreless Van Bourgondien
was a second team all
American selection last year
and a second-team league
choice this year
Another third of the highscoring Falcon attack. Bob
Decker, made second team
all-league Decker set a
school mark for most goal in
a season. (311 and holds with
Horyl the mark of most
goals in a game i six i
Midfielders
Terry

Cameron and I.eif F.lsmo
also made the second team,
as did goalie Lauri Turevon.
Paul Wayne was an
honorable mention choice on
the midiield

Sports

372-BGSU

Hotline
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THE FALCON
Any 1 Item 12" Pizza

NOW $1.75
ADDITIONAL ITEMS— 35c EACH

Congratulations
1972
Sigma Nu
Sweetheart

THURS. — FRI. — SAT.
also

Drinks Only 10c With
Any 12" or 16" Pizza

MEN'S & WOMEN'S

(Prices Not For Delivery)

Summer Foot Wear

HELP CELEBRATE
OLD FASHIONED DAYS

50% OFF
Koran Duffy

Friday & Saturday
— only —

— STADIUM PLAZA —

OLD FASHIONED DAYS

REGULARLY 82.25

Selected

NIKI'S B00TERY

needed some help as late
game heroics pulled out a 144 decision over Elyria
NURSING A slim fourpoint margin on Steve
Hochman's score, the BG
ruggers lei the Elyria scrum
half slip through unmolested
to tie the game
Bowling Green blew open
the game late in the contest
when Bo Helman broke loose
for a score Mick Dwyer
added another tally on a
fumble recovery with Jerry
Duncan
adding
the
conversions for the final
margin
"Most of us were really
dragging out there from the
heat." said "B" team coach
Roger Mazzarella "Steve
I'iggins and scrum half John
Weber got us out of a couple
light spot with their kicking
and defensive play "
This weekend's battles
with Toledo and Ohio
University, although quite
important, loom as easy
battles to Mazzarella
"I'm a little leary of OU.
but otherwise. I don't think
we'll have any trouble
winning
either
game."
Mazzarella said "I don't
know which of our teams
will play, but coach Haynes
wants to run up a big score
against Toledo The A' team
will most likely go against
Toledo and I'm confident
that my H team can handle
OU."

Akron University Sunday
The
ruggers
(9-3-31.
undefeated in Mid-American
Conference play, will square
off with Toledo at I 30 p.m
and
with
the
OU
confrontation at 2:30.
The Akron contest Sunday
gets underway at 1 p.m.
The BG trtndem had to
overcome (he heat and a bad
case of complacency to beat
MAC foe Miami 22-9 last
weekend The win ensured
the ruggers of at least a tie
for the mythical MAC rugby
title
TWO SCORES by Steve
Kretz gave the "A" team an
8-0 lead with only a few
minutes left in the first half
But resting on laurels almost
proved cosily as Miami took
a 9-R lead at half time
"I can't believe the way
we fell apart in the first
half." coach Jim Haynes
said "We started letting
their backs go through us
like a sieve "
A halftime menial
adjustment was all that was
needed to get the BG ruggers
rolling, as they roared back
to score 14 points while
shutting Miami out in the
second half
Rich Griswald scored
twice in the second half and.
along with Roger Hamilton's
four points and Steve Krctz's
conversion, paved (he way
for the "A" team win
The B learn once again

...and to
outstanding
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The HOUSE that dripped BLOOD"

JACK GROSS
HOWARD
JINKINSOI
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